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Abstract—Aiming at the cross-chain problems faced by finan-
cial transactions, study the cross-chain communication protocols
of the financial-oriented autonomous panda model and golden
monkey model, and study the construction of a new scalable
and credible multi-chain model that supports homogeneous
blockchains and heterogeneous blockchains. The models and
protocols that support financial transactions in the blockchain
environment need to be able to meet the SSL or SET security
protocols similar to traditional Internet transactions, and meet
various requirements such as transaction integrity, reliability, and
privacy protection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of blockchain technology, more and
more homogeneous or heterogeneous blockchains are running
on the Internet. Different from various business activities
based on the Internet environment, whether it is the entire
open Internet or various internal networks connected to the
Internet, they all use the same connection protocol TCP/IP,
whether it is a company’s internal network transactions,
and between companies. Internet transactions, or transactions
across the entire Internet, all commercial activities are not
affected. Financial settlement between countries only needs
to be easily completed based on the Internet and the SWIFT
system. Unlike the Internet, business activities based on the
blockchain have not formed a unified agreement, so it is
difficult to achieve a unified transaction on a global scale.
Different companies have their own blockchains, and their
own company businesses run on their own unique blockchain
architecture. In this way, due to the use of different underlying
blockchain architectures for transactions between companies,
it is difficult to achieve interconnection between them, and
business activities are greatly affected.

Running a variety of different chains on the Internet and
requiring cross-chain transactions between different chains
including homogeneous chains and heterogeneous chains, es-
pecially the realization of its financial settlement is whether
the blockchain technology can truly be realized from the
experiment. key steps towards the application of the chamber.
This paper attempts to explore a multi-chain model based

on financial transactions and its corresponding cross-chain
transaction protocol to solve this problem.

II. RELATED WORK

There are lots of research about the multi-chain model
and cross-chain communication protocol. Paper [1] proposed
a multi-chain communication layer between the blockchain
and application layer and give a router blockchain model.
Paper [2] do some research on the consensus protocol and
propose the ”Hub-parachain” model for blockchain based on
interoperability architecture. Paper [3] gives a kind of cross-
chain transactions methods. This kinds of model used the
hashed time-lock contracts. Paper [4] proposed the cross-chain
protocol, especially the cross-chain smart contracts. Paper [5]
proposed the multi-chain model-based 5G network. Paper [6]
proposed the web3.0 from the cross-blockchains perspective
view.

The Tiande Chain Technology White Paper provides two
kinds of models, which are panda model and golden monkey
model[7].

The panda model shows in figure 1 is proposed to improve
the efficiency of transactions, a double-chain transaction in-
formation. The structure that separates interest from account
balances was born. Panda Chain uses a double-chain architec-
ture. Any financial institution can join the chain network at
any time.

The golden monkey model shows in figure 2 is a hetero-
geneous chain network model, which is a fully distributed,
multi-chain network without a central node or architecture.
Committed to creating a distributed financial architecture that
enables efficient and trustworthy transactions between different
financial institutions without going through a central institu-
tion.

A good cross-blockchain transaction protocol [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13] must consider the integrity. In traditional
financial transactions, in order to ensure the correctness,
security, privacy protection, etc. of all transactions, there will
be corresponding transaction protocols, such as SSL protocol
or SET protocol. Specifically, it is implemented using tech-
nologies such as digital digests, digital signatures, and digital
envelopes. With the development of blockchain technology,
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Figure 1. Panda model

Figure 2. Golden monkey model

many future transactions will be based on the blockchain
architecture. Accordingly, various transaction protocols based
on the blockchain transaction environment need to be studied
to meet the validity of the transaction.

Data lake technology will be a development trend of
blockchain technology. The following figure shows the future
data semantic extraction mechanism based on blockchain data
lake environment, and the following figure 3 shows the future
cross-chain multi-model blockchain application trading mech-
anism based on blockchain data lake environment. Different
from traditional blockchain, future blockchain applications not
only need to extract semantic information such as transactions
from relational databases, but also need to directly extract
massive semantic information from the data lake to support or
assist the intelligent analysis and mining of block transactions.

Figure 3. Blockchain semantic information come from the data lake

III. A MULTI-CHAIN MODEL FOR FINANCIAL
TRANSACTIONS

With the development of blockchain technology and data
lake technology, blockchain applications based on data lakes
will become more and more important in the future. However,
the current blockchain environment is very complex, and there
are various public chain systems, private chain systems, and
enterprise alliance chain systems on the market. At the same
time, all application data will be gradually migrated to a
special storage environment such as the data lake. How to
create a blockchain environment that supports cross-chain and
alliance chain trusted transactions and transparent supervision
in this environment will face a huge difficulty and challenges.
In order to solve these difficulties, we designed a system archi-
tecture method and system that supports trusted transactions
and transparent supervision of cross-chain and alliance chains.
The method and system simultaneously support all users from
different public chain systems, private chain systems, and en-
terprise alliance chain systems to use various blockchains from
enterprise private chains and enterprise alliance chains com-
pletely transparently and seamlessly through the blockchain
data lake application platform. Blockchain application system.
The rise of this method will greatly promote the cross-platform
and cross-chain application of blockchain technology. With
the future data lake as the storage cornerstone, it will satisfy
and drive the vigorous development of the blockchain industry
under the entire data lake. The figure 4 shows the multi-
chain model based on data lake. It will support the financial
transactions in the future.

The blockchain data lake application platform also includes
an application integration module, which is used to integrate
blockchain applications and provide a unified interface for
application services. The blockchain data lake application
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Figure 4. Multi-chain model based on data lake

platform also includes a data lake-based blockchain service
unit. The participants of the data lake-based blockchain service
unit integrate blockchain application users and blocks from the
blockchain public chain. Blockchain participants of the pri-
vate chain/consortium chain. The data lake-based blockchain
service unit includes a smart contract module, which is used
to manage the transaction process according to the set smart
contract. Smart contracts include smart supervision contracts,
which are used to intelligently supervise the legality of
transactions by using preset smart technologies; wherein, the
preset smart technologies include semantic rule compliance
judgment technology. The blockchain service unit of the data
lake also includes an accounting module, which is used to
share the ledger of the blockchain private chain/consortium
chain and record the generated transactions. The blockchain
service unit based on the data lake also includes a consensus
module, which is used to provide a consensus mechanism
for transactions of blockchain applications from blockchain
private chains/consortium chains in the data lake environment.
A blockchain system that supports cross-chain transactions
under the data lake architecture, and the blockchain public
chain includes blockchain application users. Blockchain pri-
vate chain/consortium chain includes enterprise private chain
and enterprise alliance chain; enterprise private chain includes
first enterprise ledger data, enterprise private chain blockchain
participants and enterprise private chain applications; enter-
prise alliance chain includes second enterprise ledger data,
enterprise alliance chain blockchain participants and enterprise
alliance chain applications. The blockchain system that sup-
ports cross-chain transactions under the data lake architecture
provided by this model can format the deployed blockchain
applications by setting a data lake-based blockchain oracle
on the blockchain data lake. To achieve users of blockchain

applications on the public chain or participants from private
chains and consortium chains can seamlessly use blockchain
application systems from private chains and consortium chains
on the blockchain data lake, and serve the needs of blockchain
applications better.

IV. A CROSS-CHAIN COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL FOR
FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

A. Security communication protocol for financial transactions
based on the same blockchain

Figure 5 shows the security communication protocol for
financial transactions based on the same blockchain.

In Figure 5, user A needs to conduct business transactions
with user B through the blockchain. A and B belong to
two different users on the same blockchain. The transac-
tion between them can be completed directly through the
traditional SET protocol. At the same time, all information
of user A, all information of user B, and all ledger and
transaction information on blockchain X will be gathered
in the financial supervision big data center. All data in the
financial supervision big data center can be analyzed by big
data, and the analysis results can be submitted to AML or
KYC applications.

B. Security communication protocol for financial transactions
based on the homogeneous blockchain

Figure 6 shows the security communication protocol for
financial transactions based on the homogeneous blockchain.

Figure 6 shows user A and user B conducting business
transactions. User A belongs to blockchain X, and user
B belongs to blockchain Y. But both blockchain A and
blockchain B belong to two blockchains running under the
same architecture (Bitcoin), and they belong to homogeneous
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Figure 5. Security communication protocol for financial transactions based on the same block-chain

Figure 6. Security communication protocol for financial transactions based on the homogeneous blockchain

blockchains. Since user A and user B belong to different
blockchains, a homogeneous blockchain pipeline needs to be
established between them and follow the smart contracts be-
tween homogeneous blockchains that meet the communication
requirements. The Financial Supervision Big Data Center will
collect all the information of user A, user B, blockchain X,
blockchain B, and the isomorphic blockchain pipelines and
smart contracts between blockchain A and blockchain B. The
Financial Supervision Big Data Center conducts big data and
artificial intelligence analysis on all data for AML or KYC
applications.

C. Security communication protocol for financial transactions
based on the heterogeneous blockchain

Figure 7 shows the security communication protocol for
financial transactions based on the heterogeneous blockchain.
Figure 7 shows user A and user B conduct business transac-
tions. User A belongs to blockchain X, and user B belongs
to blockchain Y. However, both blockchain A and blockchain
B belong to two blockchains running under different architec-

tures (one is Bitcoin, the other is ETH), and they belong to
heterogeneous blockchains. Since user A and user B belong to
different blockchains, they need to establish a heterogeneous
blockchain oracle (including heterogeneous blockchain com-
munication pipelines, and follow the communication require-
ments between homogeneous blockchains) smart contract).
The Financial Supervision Big Data Center will collect all the
information of user A, user B, blockchain X, blockchain B, and
the heterogeneous blockchain oracles between blockchain A
and blockchain B. The Financial Supervision Big Data Center
conducts big data and artificial intelligence analysis on all data
for AML or KYC applications.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a kind of multi-chain model and
cross-chain communication protocol for financial transactions.
Through this model and transaction protocol, all homogeneous
or heterogeneous blockchain systems running on the Internet
can achieve interconnection and conduct business activities
with transaction behavior. In the future, we will give this model
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Figure 7. Security communication protocol for financial transactions based on the heterogeneous blockchain

and secure transaction protocol to develop a corresponding
prototype system.
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